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ABSTRACT
HYBRID SENSORLESS FIELD ORIENTED AND DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL FOR
VARIABLE SPEED BRUSHLESS DC MOTORS
Kellen D. Carey, B.S.
Marquette University, 2018
The objective of this thesis is to design a hybrid sensorless closed-loop motor controller
using a combination of Field-Oriented Control (FOC) and Direct Torque Control (DTC) for
brushless DC motors used in multi-rotor aerial vehicles. The primary challenge is the wide range
of desired working speeds, which can quickly vary from low speed to high speed. For this range,
the control approach must be efficient, effective, and low-cost in order to provide fast response
times during initial startup, steady-state, and transient operation. Additional design challenges
include minimal response time to desired speed changes and small steady-state speed errors.
Finally, the control approach must be robust to motor parameter uncertainties or variations and
the operation of the final design must be robust to measurement noise.
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1CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM STATEMENT, OBJECTIVE AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Problem statement
The problem addressed in this thesis is to improve upon the performance of existing
electronic speed controller solutions for brushless direct-current (DC) motors used in multi-rotor
applications. Since weight is an important factor for this application, the proposed solution must
estimate the rotor’s position through current and voltage measurement instead of using a position
resolver or encoder due to the additional weight of such systems.
We propose to solve this problem through a new sensorless hybrid control scheme. The
proposed control scheme combines Field-Oriented Control (FOC) and Direct Torque Control
(DTC) techniques and utilizes a Sliding Mode Observer (SMO) for position estimation. The
proposed controller is investigated for robustness against motor parameter uncertainties and
measurement noise. A hardware implementation is also proposed and investigated.
Previous Work
Significant work has been done in the field of sensorless brushless DC motor control for
industrial applications. The most popular control approaches include Finite Element Method
2(FEM) information assisted state observers [1], speed-independent position functions [2], FOC [3],
DTC [4], and others [5–8]. Representative studies of such approaches, including references, are
summarized in Table 1.1, where these control schemes are compared in terms of input variables,
intermediate variables, and modeled load characteristics. Common input variables used by these
control schemes include phase currents (ia, ib, ic) and phase voltages (va, vb, vc). Additional inputs
include so-called phase-to-phase currents (iab, ibc, ica) and phase-to-phase (line-to-line) voltages
(vab, vbc, vca). The intermediate states used for the control include the rotor’s position (θe), the
rotor’s velocity (ωe), first-order changes in the phase currents (∆ia, ∆ib, ∆ic), second-order changes
in the phase currents (∆∆ia, ∆∆ib, ∆∆ic), the currents expressed in the dq frame of reference (id, iq),
the flux (ψ), the developed electrical torque (Te), and the phase-to-phase (line-to-line)
Back-Electromotive force (Back-EMF) (eab, ebc, eca).
The approach proposed by Stirban et al. in [1] provided an algorithm for the transition
between open-loop startup and closed-loop control. However, it relies on Finite-Element Analysis
of the motor in order to operate, which is difficult to perform efficiently on a microcontroller for
the variety of motors available for multi-rotor aerial vehicles. The Current-Frequency (I-F) starting
method proposed by Baratieri and Pinheiro in [5] focuses mainly on the transition between
open-loop and closed-loop control. The speed-independent position function developed by Kim
and Ehsani [2] provides information about the commutation points by taking the ratio between
3Citation Name ofApproach
Model of
Motor
Input
Variables
Intermediate
States for
Control
Technique
Load Characteristics
[1]
FEM Info
Assisted
State
Observer
Mechanical ia, ib,va, vb
Line-to-Line
Flux Linkage Constant load torque
[2]
Speed-
Independent
Position
Function
Electrical ia, ib,va, vb
Generates
functions
related to θe
Not modeled
[3] FOC Electrical ia, ib,va, vb, vc
id, iq, θe, ωe Not modeled
[4] DTC Electrical ia, ib,va, vb, vc
ψ, Te, θe, ωe Not modeled
[5] I-F StartingMethod Mechanical
ia, ib,
va, vb
θe, ωe
Mechanical torque
depends on motor speed
[6]
Unknown
State
Observer
Electrical iab, ibc, ica,vab, vbc, vca
eab, ebc, eca
Not modeled, but
experiment included
variable torque
[7] CurrentInjection Electrical
ia+, ia−,
ib+, ib−,
ic+, ic−
∆ia, ∆ib, ∆ic,
∆∆ia, ∆∆ib,
∆∆ic
Not modeled
[8] IterativeLearning Mechanical
ia, ib,
va, vb
Several Constant mechanicaltorque
Table 1.1: Various control schemes for brushless DC motors.
the Back-EMF signals as defined by an estimation function and determining when that ratio
exceeds a pre-determined threshold. The authors claim that the approach can be used as a
position function, but this is highly susceptible to noise. Kim’s unknown state observer [6] starts
with the speed-independent position function proposed by Kim and Ehsani as an input into an
observer, which generates estimates of the magnitude of the phase-to-phase Back-EMF. These
magnitudes are then analyzed to determine the electrical position and speed of the rotor. The
current injection technique proposed by Jang [7] employs high-frequency carrier currents, which
4can be analyzed to determine the rotor’s position due to changes in stator inductance. A
limitation of this approach is the increased power consumption due to the fluctuating currents.
The iterative learning approach proposed by Kim [8] attempts to determine how much lag is
present in the control system in order to correct for the phase delay. FOC and DTC [3,4] have been
adapted from induction motors and applied to brushless DC motors. These techniques have the
advantage of allowing for direct control of the motor torque. Their limitation is the requirement
for precise knowledge of the rotor’s position.
Regardless of the control approach, controlling a brushless DC motor requires knowledge
of the rotor’s position, which can be determined through a variety of estimation techniques. The
selection of an estimation technique is important because the estimation technique directly
impacts the performance of the final control scheme. Therefore, we present a review of position
estimation techniques [9–19], which are summarized in Table 1.2. This table presents a
comparison of several rotor position estimation techniques, the fundamental control technique
used, the measured variables (ia, ib, ic, va, vb, vc, and Hall Sensors), estimated values used to
determine the rotor’s position (eα, eβ, eab, ebc, eca, ed, eq), and what improvements were made to
previous work. The majority of the techniques reviewed are Sliding Mode Observers since they
have proven to be robust to noise and parameter uncertainties [9–17]. Reduced Order Observers
are also reviewed [18, 19] due to their computational efficiency and simple implementation, which
5makes them very good candidates for implementation on microcontrollers [18].
The techniques presented in Table 1.2 estimate some form of the Back-EMF signal either
in a two-axis (αβ) stator reference frame or a three-phase (abc) reference frame. Regardless of the
Back-EMF representation, the estimated values are used to determine the rotor’s position through
the four-quadrant inverse tangent function. The mechanical rotor velocity can then be determined
from a history of rotor positions as well as from prior knowledge of the number of magnetic poles
present in the motor. Sliding Mode and Reduced Order Observers are not new concepts, hence the
most important column of Table 1.2 is the improvements to prior techniques. Girija and Prince [9]
performed tests of the robustness of the Sliding Mode Observer by varying the estimates of the
stator resistance and inductance and observing the stability of the system. Deenadayalan and
Ilango’s approach [10] improves the accuracy of the Sliding Mode Observer over a larger speed
range by varying the observer gain with estimated velocity. Fakham et al. [12] add feed-forward
input to the position observer in order to reduce the estimation delay. In order to reduce the
inherent chattering in Sliding Mode Observers, Deenadayalan and Ilango [13] replace the sign
function with a sigmoid function. The Reduced Order Observer developed by Chang et al. [18]
improves the convergence of the error and robustness of the Proportional-Integral (PI) controller
by using reference voltages instead of measured voltages from the inverter.
6Citation
Position
Estimation
Technique
Control
Technique
Measured
Variables
Estimated
Variables
(EMFs)
Improvements to Prior
Techniques
[9] Sliding ModeObserver DTC
ia, ib, ic,
va, vb, vc
eα, eβ
Determine robustness to
R and L inaccuracies
[10] Sliding ModeObserver
Zero Point
Detection
(Six-Step
Commutation)
ia, ib, ic,
va, vb, vc
eab, ebc, eca
Improving speed range
by adding variable gain
[11]
Sliding Mode
Observer and
High Order
Sliding Mode
Observer
Not Mentioned ia, ib, ic,va, vb, vc
eab, ebc, eca
Adding the high order
observer reduces the
error and eliminates the
need for phase-shift
compensation
[12] Sliding ModeObserver
Six-Step
Commutation
ia, ib, ic,
va, vb, vc
eab, ebc, eca
Deals with some
parameter uncertainty,
requires no filtering
[13] Sliding ModeObserver Not Mentioned
ia, ib, ic,
va, vb, vc
eab, ebc, eca
Introduces Sigmoid
function to reduce the
chattering of SMO
[14]
Hybrid
Sliding Mode
Observer
using Hall
Sensors
FOC
ia, ib, ic,
va, vb, vc,
Hall
Sensors
eab, ebc, eca
Correct potential for
error accumulation for
SMO by adding Hall
Sensors
[15] Sliding ModeObserver
Hysteresis
Current
Controller
ia, ib, ic,
va, vb, vc
eab, ebc, eca
No improvements
besides using SMO
[16] Sliding ModeObserver DTC
ia, ib, ic,
va, vb, vc
ed, eq
Introduce NGSA-II as a
means to calculate the
optimal PID gains
[17] Sliding ModeObserver
Current
Control
ia, ib, ic,
va, vb, vc
ed, eq
Introduce Sliding Mode
Observer
[18]
Reduced
Order
Observer
Current
Control ia, ib, ic ed, eq
Improves convergence
and robustness of PI
Controller
[19]
Nonlinear
Reduced
Order
Observer
Current
Control
ia, ib, ic,
van, vbn, vcn
eα, eβ
Use Nonlinear Reduced
Order Observer to
estimate rotor position
Table 1.2: Various observers for rotor position estimation.
7Based on the results reported by the reviewed studies, we conclude that the best brushless
DC motor control approaches include FOC and DTC because they directly control the torque
produced by the motor. Since the rotor’s speed is proportional to the time-integral of the
developed torque minus the load torque, directly controlling the developed torque could result in
smoother overall control. The best observer appears to be the Sliding-Mode Observer (SMO) since
it is tolerant to measurement noise and parameter uncertainty. Therefore, this thesis proposes a
hybrid control approach that combines FOC and DTC and utilizes a SMO for position estimation.
In this way, we benefit from the strengths of each of the individual techniques.
Contributions
This thesis develops a hybrid control scheme for the speed control of brushless DC
motors. The key contributions of this speed controller include:
• Reduced response time
• Reduced steady-state error
The proposed control scheme has these advantages when compared with FOC or DTC
approaches in isolation. Improving the performance of the controller will directly impact the
8performance and battery life of multi-rotor aerial vehicles. The proposed control will also be
robust to parameter uncertainty and measurement noise.
Thesis Organization
In order to provide the necessary background, this thesis first covers the basics of
brushless DC motors. The methods of SMO as well as FOC and DTC are also introduced. The
remainder of the thesis discusses the hybridization of the two control schemes and simulation
results performed using Simulink. Specifically, Chapter 2 presents the modeling of the brushless
DC type of motor, including formulation details. Chapter 3 gives an overview of FOC, DTC, SMO,
and approaches to startup control. Chapter 4 presents the proposed hybrid control approach and
details the simulation setup. Chapter 5 discusses the simulation results. Chapter 6 discusses the
hardware used to verify the simulation results. Chapter 7 concludes the findings of this thesis and
discusses directions for future work.
9CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND ON BRUSHLESS DC MOTORS
This chapter introduces the basic motor architecture for a permanent magnet brushless
DC motor, which is one of the most compact and efficient types of motors [20, 21].
General Motor Background
Most electrical motors consist of three main components: a stator, a rotor, and windings.
The stator refers to the part of the motor that remains stationary during operation and is typically
where the windings are located. The rotor refers to the part of the motor that rotates during
operation and may also contain an energized set of windings, either by conduction or induction.
In the case of brushless DC motors, the rotor’s magnetic field is created by a set of permanent
magnets. In brushless DC motors, the passage of current through a stator winding creates a
magnetic field whose magnitude and direction depend on the magnitude and direction of the
current passing through that stator winding. The interaction of the magnetic field of the stator (or
mmf, F1) with the magnetic field of the rotor (or mmf, F2) creates a resultant electromagnetic
(developed) torque and hence results in mechanical motion of the rotor. This occurs because two
magnetic fields (or mmfs, F1 and F2) interact with each other, producing a torque, T, proportional
to the vector cross product F1 × F2 [22]. This torque is oriented such that it always attempts to
10
align the two magnetic fields (or mmfs F1 and F2) with each other. Since this is a cross product, the
maximum torque is produced when the two fields (or mmfs) are 90 electrical degrees apart.
Changing the frequency of the poly-phase excitation currents of the windings changes the
synchronous speed of rotation of the generated rotating magnetic field and hence changes the
motor’s speed of rotation. In essence, the main difference between different types of motors is the
manner in which the magnetic fields of both the stator and the rotor are created.
Motors can be constructed with several pairs of windings. An example of a three-phase
motor with two pairs of stator mmf poles on the stator and two pairs of permanent magnets on
the rotor is shown in Figure 2.1. Each phase is labeled as A, B, or C with current going into the
page denoted as (+) and current coming out of the page as (-). Such a motor completes two
electrical ac cycles for every complete 360 degrees of mechanical rotation. This highlights the
difference between electrical and mechanical angular measures and speed. The mechanical and
electrical speeds are related through the equation [22]:
ωm =
2
p
ωe (2.1)
where ωm is the mechanical speed in radians per second, and ωe is the electrical speed in
electrical radians per second, and p is the number of magnetic poles present in the motor (4 in
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Figure 2.1: Four-pole motor diagram.
Figure 2.1). Similarly, the mechanical and electrical angular measures, θm and θe, are related
through the equation [22]:
θe =
p
2
θm (2.2)
In the case where there are two magnetic poles in the motor, p = 2, the electrical and
mechanical angular measure and speed are equal.
Three-phase Brushless DC Motors
Brushless DC motors contain windings on the stator and permanent magnets on the rotor.
Brushless DC motors do not rely on mechanical brushes in order switch the direction of the
magnetizing currents. Instead, the currents are changed by electrical switching at 60 electrical
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High Signal 1 1 3 3 5 5
Low Signal 4 6 6 2 2 4
Table 2.1: Six-step commutation control signals.
degree intervals during the rotor’s rotation. Typically, the electrical switching is carried out
through a six-step inverter, as shown in Figure 2.2. One technique to control a three-phase
brushless DC motor is through a six-step commutation or current switching process. The control
signals for the inverter to achieve this control are given in Table 2.1. In the first step, transistors 1
and 4 are turned on, allowing current to pass into the motor through phase a and out through
phase b. In the next step, transistors 1 and 6 are turned on, allowing current to pass into the motor
through phase a and out through phase c. In the third step, transistors 3 and 6 are turned on,
allowing current to flow into the motor through phase b and out through phase c. The rest of the
control follows this pattern. By stepping through the control at precisely set intervals, a discretely
“jumping” magnetic field (or mmf) can be generated at 60 electrical degree “jumps”. Further
details on more advanced control techniques will be discussed in Chapter 3. The inverter adds
complexity to the control when compared with a brush-commutator DC motor because the
controller requires knowledge of the rotor’s position in order to properly advance the
commutation. Despite this added complexity, the brushless DC motor is more efficient, quieter,
and has a higher power to weight ratio than the brush-commutator DC motor [23].
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Figure 2.2: Brushless electrical motor diagram, showing the inverter and the equivalent circuit of
the motor.
The electrical equivalent circuit of a brushless DC motor is a three-phase circuit system
with each phase consisting of a resistance, inductance, and voltage source in series, as shown in
Figure 2.2 [21]. The phases are denoted as a, b, and c and are offset from each other by 120
electrical degrees in space layout and in the time-domain of an AC cycle. For simplicity, the
inductances and resistances of all three phases are assumed to be equal due the symmetric
construction of the motor. The Back-EMF waveforms (signals) caused by the rotor’s movement
are modeled as voltage sources (ea, eb, ec). In order to create a magnetic field in the stator, current
must pass through one phase and exit out through another. The magnetic field of the rotor is
generated by permanent magnets.
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Derivation of the Electrical Model for Brushless DC Motors
Based on the equivalent circuit from Figure 2.2, we can derive the following equations:
van = iaRa + La
d
dt
ia + ea
vbn = ibRb + Lb
d
dt
ib + eb
vcn = icRc + Lc
d
dt
ic + ec
(2.3)
where vxn is the instantaneous voltage between phase x (where x can be a, b, or c) and the
motor neutral winding point n, ix is the instantaneous phase current taken as positive going into
the terminal of phase x, ex is the time-domain instantaneous induced Back-EMF, Rx is the
resistance from terminal x to the neutral winding point n, and Lx is the self-inductance of phase x
minus the mutual-inductance of phase x with the other two phases. The instantaneous value of
the Back-EMF is dependent on the rotor’s position and velocity. The expressions for the Back-EMF
in the three phases, ea, eb, and ec, for each of the three phases are given by the following equations
[11]:
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ea = keωe f
(
θe
)
eb = keωe f
(
θe − 2pi3
)
ec = keωe f
(
θe − 4pi3
)
(2.4)
where ke is the Back-EMF constant that depends on the motor construction, ωe is the
electrical angular velocity (or speed) of the motor, and f
(
θe
)
is a function describing the relative
magnitude of the Back-EMF which depends on the flux density waveform in the airgap between
the stator and the rotor, and can be approximated as either a trapezoidal function or a sinusoidal
function of the angular position of the rotor [21]. Whether the waveform is trapezoidal or
sinusoidal depends on the motor’s construction and on the control approach used. Examples for
f
(
θe
)
are shown in Figure 2.3, demonstrating both the sinusoidal and trapezoidal waveforms.
Rearranging equation 2.3, we can derive the following state-space representation:
d
dt
ia =
1
La
van − RaLa ia −
1
La
ea
d
dt
ib =
1
Lb
vbn − RbLb ib −
1
Lb
eb
d
dt
ic =
1
Lc
vcn − RcLc ic −
1
Lc
ec
(2.5)
Typically, the neutral point of the motor windings is a floating node, inaccessible for
measurement. Therefore, an alternative form of equation 2.5 is required. Since vab = van − vbn and
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Figure 2.3: Trapezoidal and sinusoidal Back-EMF waveforms.
in a balanced motor La = Lb = Lc = L and Ra = Rb = Rc = R, we can take the differences
between the equations to eliminate the neutral voltage. This results in the following equations:
d
dt
(ia − ib) = 1Lvab −
R
L
(ia − ib)− 1L eab
d
dt
(ib − ic) = 1Lvbc −
R
L
(ib − ic)− 1L ebc
(2.6)
Additionally, using the fact that ia + ib + ic = 0, we can substitute ic = −(ia + ib) into
equation 2.6 and solve for ddt ia and
d
dt ib to arrive at:
d
dt

ia
ib
 =

− RL 0
0 − RL


ia
ib
+

2
3L
1
3L
− 13L 13L


vab − eab
vbc − ebc
 (2.7)
This represents the state equations for the electrical portion of the motor model.
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Derivation of the Mechanical Model for Brushless DC Motors
Newton’s Second Law of Motion applied to the dynamics of rotating masses gives the
following relationship between torque and acceleration [24]:
dωm
dt
=
1
J
ΣT (2.8)
where ΣT is the sum of the torques, J is the rotational moment of inertia of the rotor, ωm is
the mechanical angular velocity of the motor, and dωdt is the mechanical angular acceleration since
acceleration is the derivative of velocity.
The torques present in a motor include the electromagnetic (or developed) torque, the
load torque, and the mechanical drag. The developed electromagnetic torque is denoted as Te and
the load torque as Tl . The mechanical drag depends on the rotor’s speed and is typically given by
the expression βωm. In this expression, β is a constant that depends on the motor construction and
once again ωm is the rotor’s mechanical angular velocity. Substituting in ωm = 2pωe, we arrive at
the following equation relating angular velocity and torque [25]:
dωm
dt
=
1
J
(
Te − Tl − 2βp ωe
)
(2.9)
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The developed electromagnetic torque is given by the following expression [6]:
Te = kt
[
ia f
(
θe
)
+ ib f
(
θe − 2pi3
)
+ ic f
(
θe − 4pi3
)]
(2.10)
where kt is the torque constant for the motor which depends on motor construction and θe
is the electrical angle of the rotor.
Using equations 2.7 and 2.8, together with the fact that ddt θe = ωe, we can derive the
following state-space equations to represent the electrical-mechanical model of the three-phase
brushless DC motor:
d
dt

ia
ib
ωe
θe

=

− RL 0 0 0
0 − RL 0 0
0 0 − pβ2J 0
0 0 1 0


ia
ib
ωe
θe

+

2
3L
1
3L 0
− 13L 13L 0
0 0 p2J
0 0 0


vab − eab
vbc − ebc
Te − Tl

(2.11)
This system of equations, along with equations 2.10 and 2.4, represent the model that we
will use to simulate the operation of the proposed control for a three-phase brushless DC motor.
The simulations will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES
Based on the literature review from Chapter 1, it was decided to use both FOC and DTC
techniques because they have demonstrated good performance during both transient and
steady-state operation for all speed ranges. Both of these approaches control the torque produced
by the motor in order to control the rotor’s speed of rotation. Both approaches require current and
voltage measurements as well as knowledge of the rotor’s electrical angular position with respect
to the axes of the stator phase windings, a, b, and c in order to be able to generate the proper
switching signals for the six switches in the inverter. Hence, a Sliding-Mode Observer is
employed to estimate the rotor’s position and speed because of its performance and stability
against parameter uncertainty and measurement noise. Additionally, an open-loop start-up
control scheme for low speeds is necessary for sensorless operation due to the low Back-EMF
generated at these speeds.
Field-Oriented Control (FOC)
FOC (also known as Vector Control) was proposed in 1968 by K. Hasse [26] and later by F.
Blaschke [27]. This technique was originally designed for AC induction motors, but was adapted
for synchronous motors as a means for reducing noise and torque ripple.
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Figure 3.1: FOC flow diagram.
An alternative expression to equation 2.10 for the generated electrical torque is [28]:
Te = Tmaxsin
(
δr
)
(3.1)
where Tmax is the maximum value of the torque for a given winding current and δr is the
angle between the stator’s generated mmf (magnetic field) and the rotor’s mmf (magnetic field).
Equation 3.1 tells us that the maximum torque is developed when δr equals 90 electrical degrees,
or alternatively, when the rotor’s mmf lags the stator’s generated mmf by 90 electrical degrees.
FOC attempts to maintain a constant 90 electrical degree torque angle while also controlling the
torque’s magnitude. Because speed is proportional to the time-integral of the net torque (as
demonstrated by equation 2.8), it is possible to control the motor’s speed by controlling the
developed torque. Figure 3.1 shows the flow diagram of how the FOC approach is typically
implemented.
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In order to represent the mmf and torque as orthogonal values, the FOC approach
transforms the three-phase current values into a stator-stationary two-phase representation by the
use of Clarke’s Forward Transformation. Clarke’s Forward Transformation is given by the
following equation [29]:

iα
iβ
 =
2
3

1 − 12 − 12
0
√
3
2 −
√
3
2


ia
ib
ic

(3.2)
where iα and iβ are the phase currents represented in the αβ frame of reference.
Assuming that the motor is a balanced three-phase system, that is, ia + ib + ic = 0, we can
eliminate the need to measure ic and simplify Clarke’s Forward Transformation to:

iα
iβ
 =

1 0
1√
3
2√
3


ia
ib
 (3.3)
Figure 3.2 shows a geometric representation of these equations where a single point is
represented in both the three-phase (abc) system and the αβ frame of reference. The
transformation from the abc system to the αβ frame of reference is given by Clarke’s Forward
Transformation and the transformation from the αβ frame of reference to the abc system is given
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Figure 3.2: In Clarke’s Forward Transformation, three-phase (abc) current vectors are transformed
into an alternate (αβ) frame of reference.
by Clarke’s Inverse Transformation.
The two-phase (αβ) representation does not take into account the rotor’s position.
Knowledge of the rotor’s position is necessary to ensure that the stator-generated mmf is 90
electrical degrees ahead of the rotor’s mmf. Therefore, we need to rotate the αβ system of
coordinates from the stator’s reference into the rotor’s reference by θe, the rotor’s electrical
position. This is accomplished by using Park’s Forward Transformation [29]:

id
iq
 =

cos(θe) sin(θe)
−sin(θe) cos(θe)


iα
iβ
 (3.4)
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This transformation is illustrated geometrically in Figure 3.3. Once this transformation
has been performed, we can work in the rotor’s reference frame. Since the maximum torque is
produced when the stator’s mmf is 90 electrical degrees ahead of the rotor’s mmf, the component
of the current lying along the q axis represents the current being used to develop torque. The d
axis represents the mmf component, which is desired to be equal to zero. Since the two axes are
orthogonal to each other, these two quantities (torque and current related mmf) can be separately
controlled, typically through separate PI controllers, in order to generate the desired dq voltages.
In order to apply the desired voltages, the dq quantities need to be converted back into the αβ
frame of reference, this time by rotating the dq quantities by −θe as given by Park’s Inverse
Transformation [29]:

vα
vβ
 =

cos(θe) −sin(θe)
sin(θe) cos(θe)


vd
vq
 (3.5)
The αβ components can be used directly by a Space-Vector Modulation (SVM) controller
in order to generate the PWM phase quantities which control the inverter. Alternatively, they can
be converted back into the three-phase (abc) system through Clarke’s Inverse Transformation [29]:
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Figure 3.3: In Park’s Forward Transformation, the rotating the αβ frame of reference is transformed
into the dq system by θe radians.

va
vb
vc

=

1 0
− 12
√
3
2
− 12 −
√
3
2


vα
vβ
 (3.6)
It was decided to use the FOC approach because of its low torque ripple and low current
draw at steady-state operation. Therefore, it will be used when the motor is operating in steady
state at the desired velocity.
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Direct Torque Control (DTC)
The DTC approach was developed in 1984 by two independent research teams. Manfred
Depenbrock filed a patent in the US in 1984 [30] and Isao Takahashi and Tishihiko Noguchi
published papers on DTC in 1984 [31] and 1986 [32].
When compared to FOC, the DTC approach accepts increased current consumption for a
reduction in computational speed. It does this by relaxing the constraint that the torque angle
must be a constant 90 electrical degrees ahead of the rotor position. By doing this, the control
requires fewer computations, but results in increased torque ripple. In the DTC approach, the
controller must be able to estimate the generated torque and flux.
The stator flux can be represented as orthogonal α and β components in the αβ coordinate
system [33]. Each of these components can be found by computing the integral:
ψx(t) =
∫ t
0
(
vx − Rix
)
dt (3.7)
where ψx represents the α or β component of the stator flux, vx is the α or β component of
the voltage, and ix is the α or β component of the current.
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From these values, the flux magnitude and the electrical torque produced can be found by
the expressions [33]:
∣∣ψ(t)∣∣ = √(ψα(t))2 + (ψβ(t))2
Te(t) =
3
4
p
(
ψα(t)iβ + ψβ(t)iα
) (3.8)
where ψ(t) is the stator flux at time t and p is the number of motor poles.
DTC works by determining which of six sectors the rotor is currently in and by
determining (through a lookup table) which control signal will reduce the torque and the flux
errors by either increasing or decreasing the produced torque and flux. This approach is shown
geometrically in Figure 3.4. Around the outside of this figure are shown the possible states for the
inverter (V1 through V6). In parenthesis are shown the states of the high-side transistor of the
inverter (see Figure 2.2), with a ‘1’ representing the transistor being turned on and a ‘0’
representing the transistor being turned off. The low-side transistor is in the opposite state of its
high-side counterpart. Therefore, when the high-side transistor is turned on (in state ‘1’), the
low-side transistor is turned off (in state ‘0’), and vice-versa. For example, assuming a control of
V5(101), phase a would have its high-side transistor turned on and its low-side transistor off,
phase b would have its high-side transistor turned off and its low-side transistor turned on, and
phase c would have its high-side transistor turned on and its low-side transistor turned off. In
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Figure 3.4, the rotor is currently in sector 2. From this stage, there are four possible control
commands, depending on the error in both the torque and the flux. If both torque and flux need to
be increased to reduce error, the commanded control should be V3 (011) since that control will
increase both the torque and the flux from the current position. If torque needs to be decreased
but flux increased, then the control should be V1, since this yields the desired result. Similarly, the
control V4 will increase the torque but decrease the flux and the control V6 will decrease both the
flux and the torque. The controls for all sectors can be stored in a lookup table (Table 3.1), where
the desired control is indexed by the current rotor position, the error in the torque, and the error in
the flux. For example, in the case where the flux error is positive, the torque error is negative, and
the rotor is in sector 3, the chosen control should be V2. It should be noted that there are two
inverter states that are not represented in Figure 3.4. These are V0 and V7. For both of these states,
the high-side transistors are either all off or all on. These states are used whenever the torque error
is zero.
Despite not employing Park’s Forward Transformation and Park’s Inverse
Transformation which rely on precise position information, the DTC approach still requires
knowledge of the rotor’s position in order to determine which sector of Figure 3.4 the rotor is in.
The rotor position can come from estimation techniques or position sensors. Using a look-up table
(Table 3.1) [34] indexed by the rotor’s position, flux error (errψ), and torque error (errT), the correct
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V1 (001)  
V2 (010) V3 (011) 
V4 (100) 
V5 (101) V6 (110) 
V6(𝜓 ↓, 𝑇 ↓) 
V1(𝜓 ↑, 𝑇 ↓) 
V3(𝜓, ↑ 𝑇 ↑) 
V4(𝜓 ↓, 𝑇 ↑) 
𝜓 
𝑇 
Figure 3.4: Space-vector diagram depicting a rotor position and control vectors that increase or
decrease flux and torque.
errψ errT 1 2 3 4 5 6
1
1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V1
0 V7 V0 V7 V0 V7 V0
-1 V6 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5
-1
1 V3 V4 V5 V6 V1 V2
0 V0 V7 V0 V7 V0 V7
-1 V5 V6 V1 V2 V3 V4
Table 3.1: DTC Look-Up Table.
space vector control signal can be applied to the inverter.
We decided to use the DTC approach in addition to FOC because of its simple control
structure and quick response to changes in load torque and desired speed. Therefore, it will be
used when the motor is not operating near the desired speed, but rather during speed change
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controls.
Sliding Mode Observer
In order for both FOC and DTC techniques to be effective, they require rotor position
information to be able to determine the correct control signals. Calculating this information from
the Back-EMF generated by the motor is straight forward, however measuring the Back-EMF
signals becomes complicated due to the construction of the motors typically used in multi-rotor
aerial vehicle design, where the neutral point of the windings of the motor is not accessible for
measurement. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the Back-EMF signals using measurements
that do not use the neutral point of the windings, such as phase voltage and phase current
measurements. Taking these measurements as inputs into a SMO allows for the estimation of the
Back-EMF signals, which are then used to determine rotor position as well as rotor velocity.
Sliding-Mode Observers are known to be very robust to parameter uncertainty and
parameter variation. They also have finite-time convergence for all observable states, fast
dynamic responses, and are stable [15, 16]. They work by driving the error between an estimated
and measured value towards zero along a predefined surface, ensuring that estimated states
reflect the true states of the system regardless of whether all states are measurable or not.
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The SMO works with currents and voltages expressed in the αβ frame. If the sampling
period is less than the electrical and mechanical time constants of the motor, the Back-EMF values
can be assumed to be constant during each sampling period. That is, ddt eα = 0 and
d
dt eβ = 0, where
eα represents the Back-EMF expressed in the α frame and eβ represents the Back-EMF expressed in
the β frame. Combining these equations with Clarke’s Forward Transformation of the electrical
motor equation developed in Chapter 2, we get:
d
dt
iα = −RL iα +
1
L
(vα − eα)
d
dt
iβ = −RL iβ +
1
L
(vβ − eβ)
d
dt
eα = 0
d
dt
eβ = 0
(3.9)
A common formulation of the continuous time sliding-mode observer is given by [9]:
d
dt
iˆα = −RL iˆα +
1
L
(vα − eˆα) + K1sat(errα)
d
dt
iˆβ = −RL iˆβ +
1
L
(vβ − eˆβ) + K1sat(errβ)
d
dt
eˆα = K2sat(errα)
d
dt
eˆβ = K2sat(errβ)
(3.10)
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where iˆx (with x being α or β) is the estimated current in the αβ frame of reference, eˆx is
the estimated Back-EMF in the αβ frame of reference, and the sliding surface s = errx is defined as
ix − iˆx and sat(x) is the saturation function defined as:
sat(x) =

−1, x ≤ −1
x, −1 ≤ x ≤ 1
1, x ≥ 1
(3.11)
In order to prove the stability of the proposed continuous-time observer, we can define a
Lyapunov function, V(err), as follows [12]:
V(err) =
1
2
err2α +
1
2
err2β (3.12)
In order to be considered stable in the sense of Lyapunov, the derivative of this function
must always be less than zero. Taking the derivative of equation 3.12 yields:
d
dt
V = errα ∗ ddt errα + errβ ∗
d
dt
errβ (3.13)
Substituting in errα = iα − iˆα and errβ = iβ − iˆβ, this can be rewritten as:
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d
dt
V(err) = −R
L
(
err2α + err
2
β
)
− 1
L
((
eˆα − eα
)
errα +
(
eˆβ − eβ
)
errβ
)
− K1
(
|errα|2 + |errβ|2
)
< 0
(3.14)
For this to be less than or equal to zero for all inputs, the constraints on K1 and K2 can be
written as [9]:
K1 >
1
L
|e|max
K2 < 0
(3.15)
Choosing the gains in this fashion ensures that the estimated current values will converge
to the measured current values. This also ensures that the estimated Back-EMF values match the
true Back-EMF values. Using the estimated Back-EMF values, the rotor position can be found
using the relationship [9]:
θˆe = atan2
(
eˆβ
eˆα
)
(3.16)
where θˆe is the estimated electrical position and eˆx is the estimated Back-EMF in the αβ
frame of reference.
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Once the rotor position has been determined, a time derivative is taken in order to
estimate the rotor velocity. Since the derivative function compounds noise in the position
estimation, the estimated velocity is sent through a low-pass filter in order to reduce the effect of
the noise.
We decided to use a SMO because it is known to have good convergence properties and is
robust to measurement noise and parameter uncertainties.
Startup
Because the magnitudes of the Back-EMF signals depend on motor speed (as stated by
equation 2.4), it is necessary to devise a control scheme for start-up and low-speed operation due
to the small magnitude of the Back-EMF signals at these speeds. Once the motor is rotating fast
enough to generate a significant Back-EMF magnitude, control can be swapped to the proposed
FOC/DTC scheme. Since the motor is not generating Back-EMF magnitudes large enough to be
determined using the Sliding Mode Observer during the start-up and low-speed operations, we
decided to operate the control scheme open-loop. Because both FOC and DTC require rotor
position information, they cannot be used for this task. Instead, the set-frequency commutation
technique presented in Chapter 2 is employed. Under this technique, the commutation is
advanced at pre-determined intervals, regardless of the rotor’s position. By increasing the
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frequency at which this happens, the motor’s speed can be increased to the point where it begins
generating a Back-EMF magnitude that is large enough to be accurately estimated by the SMO.
Note however that during the open-loop startup, there is no guarantee that the motor is
operating at the desired speed. In order to address this and ensure that the motor starts up
correctly, it is important to increase the motor’s speed at a rate that does not exceed the
capabilities of the motor. To this end, the transition from zero-speed to a speed large enough to
generate the necessary Back-EMF signals takes longer than it would if the rotor’s position were
known (e.g. through the use of encoders or Hall-Effect sensors). Because the intended application
of this approach is for multi-rotor aerial vehicles, this increased transition time can be tolerated.
The rotor speed for take-off is great enough to generate Back-EMF levels that are large enough for
the SMO to begin detecting the rotor position.
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CHAPTER 4
PROPOSED HYBRID CONTROL
Hybrid Controller
The hybrid controller developed in this thesis combines the FOC and DTC approaches in
order to reduce the response time and the steady-state error of the system. The benefits of DTC
include its lower computational cost and faster response to changes in load torque or desired
speed when compared with FOC. The benefits of FOC include its lower speed ripple at
steady-state operation when compared with DTC.
Since the FOC approach performs better during steady-state operation and the DTC
approach performs better during transient operation, the hybrid controller selects between the
two approaches depending on the error between the estimated rotor speed and the desired rotor
speed, as seen in Figure 4.1. Since this selection process requires computation time, the time
response of the hybrid controller to desired speed changes will be slightly longer than the time
response of a pure DTC implementation. The rotor speed error is sent through a hysteresis
controller in order to avoid chattering. During normal operation, the controller chooses to use the
FOC approach if the rotor velocity error is less than a pre-determined threshold. If the error is
larger than the pre-determined threshold, the controller selects the DTC approach. The error
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Figure 4.1: Proposed hybrid controller.
threshold and hysteresis band can be found through simulations with the objective to minimize
the response time to desired speed changes as well as the steady-state error.
Matlab/Simulink
The proposed hybrid control scheme is discussed here and simulated in Chapter 5. The
system-level block diagram of the simulated system is shown in Figure 4.2. The simulated system
has three main parts: a model of a three-phase brushless DC motor (equation 2.11), a control block
(this is the proposed controller), and a six-stage inverter. The motor model takes three-phase
voltage levels and load torque as inputs and determines quantities such as phase currents, rotor
position, and rotor velocity. The controller block takes the voltage and current signals from the
motor model and determines the control signals that should be used to control the speed of the
motor. The six-stage inverter takes the generated control signals and converts them into voltage
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Figure 4.2: System-level block diagram of the simulated system.
levels that are then fed back into the motor model block.
The mathematical model for the motor was developed in Chapter 2. Figure 4.3 shows the
simplified Simulink diagram of the model. The inputs into the model are the line voltages and the
load torque. Since the inverter does not have any knowledge about the Back-EMF signals, the
motor model must subtract the Back-EMF magnitudes from the input voltages. The modified Vab
and Vbc are combined with the sum of the generated and load torques (Te − Tl) and used as inputs
into the state-space equations. The output of these equations are the motor’s speed, rotor position,
and phase currents. The position and velocity are used to determine the Back-EMF values for the
three phases according to equation 2.4. The currents and Back-EMF function values are then
combined to determine the electrical torque according to equation 2.10, which is used for the next
iteration of the simulation.
Figure 4.4 presents the block diagram of the controller. Since FOC, DTC, and the SMO all
require voltages and currents represented in the αβ reference frame, Clarke’s Transformation is
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Figure 4.3: Motor model diagram utilizing input voltages to determine motor dynamics.
Figure 4.4: Block diagram of the proposed controller.
applied to the phase values. The SMO (whose block diagram is shown in Figure 4.5) then
estimates the rotor position and velocity using equations 3.10 and 3.16. These quantities as well as
the desired velocity are used by both the FOC and DTC blocks whose details are shown in Figure
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the SMO.
Figure 4.6: Block diagram of FOC.
4.6 and Figure 4.7. The desired gate signals from the FOC and DTC blocks are sent to the
Hybridization block, which determines the final commanded gate signals. The Hybridization
block details are shown in Figure 4.8.
The SMO block estimates both the α and β components of the Back-EMF, eˆα and eˆβ. These
values are used to estimate the rotor’s position by using equation 3.16. By taking the derivative of
the rotor’s position with respect to time, the rotor’s velocity can also be estimated.
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of DTC.
The FOC block receives the values of the voltage and the current in the αβ coordinate
system and converts them into the dq frame using the estimated position and Park’s
Transformation as shown in Figure 4.6. The velocity is sent through a system of PI controllers in
order to determine the desired torque value, the resultant flux error, and the torque error. The
desired resultant flux is set to 0. The resultant flux error and torque error represent the
commanded dq voltage levels. These dq voltage levels are sent through the Park’s Inverse
Transformation in order to get the αβ components. These αβ components are fed directly into a
Space-Vector Modulator which produces the command signals for the inverter.
The DTC block (shown in Figure 4.7) also receives voltage and current values in the αβ
coordinate system. These values are used in equations 3.7 and 3.8 to determine the resultant flux
and torque generated by the motor. These are compared with the desired resultant flux and
torque references and sent through hysteresis controllers to determine error signals. The control
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Figure 4.8: Diagram of the hybridization block.
signals to drive the inverter are generated from the lookup table (Table 3.1) depending on the
rotor’s sector (from the Space-Vector Diagram) and the resultant flux and torque error.
The hybridization module (Figure 4.8) receives as input the desired and estimated
velocities, the FOC control signals, and the DTC control signals. If the magnitude of the velocity
error is greater than a pre-determined threshold, the controller selects the DTC control, since DTC
has a faster response to torque changes [23, 33]. If the magnitude of the error between the desired
and estimated velocity is less than the threshold, the controller selects the FOC control, since FOC
has lower torque and current ripple at steady-state [23, 33]. The threshold is set to a fixed value
because the performance of a constant threshold value was shown to be better than the
performance of a threshold determined as a percentage of the desired speed through preliminary
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simulation experiments.
The Simulink model constructed in this chapter will be used to investigate the
effectiveness of the proposed control scheme. This will be done in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The objectives of the simulations conducted in this chapter include:
• Determining the performance of the hybrid controller compared to FOC and DTC in
isolation
• Determining the region of stability for the observer with respect to measurement noise
• Determining the region of stability for the observer with respect to parameter uncertainty
Motor Model
The motor used for simulations was modeled after the Bull Running BR2804-1700kV
brushless DC motor, which is shown in Figure 5.1. The parameters of this motor are given in Table
5.1.
R 0.11 Ω
L 18 µH
J 0.348 µN ∗m/s2
kt 0.54 mN ∗m/A
ke 0.54 mV/(rad/s)
k f 0.437 µN ∗m/s
p 14
Table 5.1: Parameters of the Bull Running BR2804-1700kV motor.
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Figure 5.1: The Bull Running motor.
Optimization of Control Parameters via Exhaustive Search
In our simulations, we are interested in computing several attributes of interest. The
attributes include the response time to rotor speed change requests and the mean-square rotor
speed error during steady-state operation. The response time is given by the time the control takes
to reach 95% of the desired value, starting from when the desired rotor velocity changes. The
mean-square error (MSE) is given by 1N ∑
N
i=1
(
ωdesired −ωactual
)2, and is measured when the
system is operating in steady-state, where N is the number of simulation steps when the rotor is
considered to be rotating at a steady speed.
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Before the main simulations, however, we want to tune the proposed controller. This is
done via a brute-force design space exploration. The exploration determines the effects of varying
the hybridization threshold as well as the proportional and integral gains for the PI speed
controller for both the FOC and the DTC techniques. The cost function for each simulation is
given by:
Cost =
√
(Normalized Response Time)2 + (Normalized Steady State MSE)2 (5.1)
where Normalized Response Time is given by Response TimeResponse TimeMAX and
Normalized Steady State MSE is given by Steady State MSESteady State MSEMAX . The normalization was done in order
to ensure that both parameters counted equally towards the overall performance of the system
that is quantified by the cost.
The initial design space included values for both the Proportional and Integral values for
the velocity PI controllers for both FOC and DTC as well a threshold which determined whether
the control should use FOC or DTC, which was determined based on rotor speed error.
In addition to determining the best control parameters, the model was also used to
determine the robustness of the controller to signal measurement noise and parameter uncertainty
in order to better understand the limitations of the system.
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Control Tuning
Using MATLAB and Simulink, the control scheme was verified and tuned for
performance. The stability of the control was also tested against measurement noise and model
parameter uncertainty. The control parameters that were tuned include the threshold above which
the error in desired rotor speed compared to the estimated rotor speed would cause the controller
to switch from using the FOC command to using the DTC command, the hysteresis band
surrounding the threshold level, the P and I gains for the DTC velocity PI controller, and the P and
I gains for the FOC velocity PI controller. The parameter values used during these explorations are
shown in Table 5.2. The design-space exploration was performed as an exhaustive search through
repeated simulations and the resulting steady-state mean-squared rotor speed error and response
time to commanded speed changes were compared. Each simulation consisted of one second at a
desired rotor speed of 500 RPM and one second at a desired rotor speed of 4000 RPM. The first
half second of simulation time is considered to be start-up time, during which the controller is fed
the simulated rotor’s true position and velocity. This allows the controller’s performance during
this time to depend solely on the effectiveness of the FOC and DTC approaches while allowing the
SMO to converge on the Back-EMF values. This convergence happens quickly (50ms), but a half
second was chosen for consistency. After the first half second of simulation time, the controller
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Threshold (RPM) -1, 25, 50, 75, 100, 200, 10000000
Hysteresis Band (RPM) 0, 5, 10
DTC P Gain 0.05, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.75
DTC I Gain 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10
FOC P Gain 0.05, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.75
FOC I Gain 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10
Table 5.2: Values used for parameter search.
Threshold Value Response Time (s) First MSE Second MSE Combined MSE
Pure DTC 0.069124 0.002058943178936 0.000891804614750 0.002950747793686
25 RPM 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001108574378474 0.001483497575219
50 RPM 0.065558 0.000988731383311 0.002849146991082 0.003837878374393
75 RPM 0.069545 0.002726203517044 0.005879398611764 0.008605602128808
100 RPM 0.071680 0.005706032782973 0.010122301245417 0.015828334028390
200 RPM 0.071909 0.009113924401882 0.036744401322891 0.045858325724773
Pure FOC 0.999998 0.009189793357894 2.491437927405623 2.500627720763517
Table 5.3: Results from varying the hybridization threshold.
begins using the estimated rotor position and rotor velocity. The first half second of simulation
time is not used for the evaluation of the control scheme. In a hardware implementation, the
controller would employ set-interval commutation in order to increase the rotor’s speed to a point
where the SMO can begin providing reliable position and velocity information.
Figure 5.2 shows the effect of varying the error threshold for hybridization on the speed
response error, shown as a percentage of the desired speed, with the DTC proportional gain set to
0.35, the DTC integral gain set to 0.01, the FOC proportional gain set to 0.5, and the FOC integral
gain set to 0.05. Table 5.3 shows the response times and MSE values during the low desired speed
and high desired speed, and the combined MSE. As it can be seen, the pure FOC implementation
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Results from Threshold Testing Speed Response
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Figure 5.2: Speed response when varying the hybridization threshold.
is the slowest in reaching the desired rotor speed of 500 RPM. It also failed to reach the desired
speed of 4000 RPM, stopping at just over 2500 RPM. On the other hand, the DTC implementation
tracks the desired speed the closest when fed the absolute rotor position. Once the controller
switches over to the estimated position at 0.5 seconds, the DTC implementation experiences large
speed ripples at low speed and smaller speed ripples at high speed. The hybrid approaches
slightly reduce the amount of speed ripple at low speed. The lower threshold values for switching
between FOC and DTC yield a smaller mean-square error over the higher threshold values.
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Results from DTC P Gain Testing Speed Response
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Figure 5.3: Speed response when varying the DTC proportional gain.
DTC P Gain Response Time (s) First MSE Second MSE Combined MSE
0.3 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001109953296920 0.001484876493665
0.35 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001108574378474 0.001483497575219
0.4 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001097414071959 0.001472337268704
0.45 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001091721479603 0.001466644676349
0.5 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001106582050140 0.001481505246886
0.55 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001103374645194 0.001478297841939
0.6 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001093339068096 0.001468262264842
Table 5.4: Results from varying the DTC proportional gain.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the effect of varying the proportional gain on the rotor speed
response error, shown as a percentage of the desired speed, for the DTC PI speed controller with
the hybridization threshold set to 25 RPM, the DTC integral gain set to 0.01, the FOC proportional
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gain set to 0.5, and the FOC integral gain set to 0.05. Table 5.4 shows the response times and MSE
values during the low desired speed and high desired speed, and the combined MSE. The largest
difference between simulations occurs at a desired speed of 4000 RPM, beginning at 1 second. At
this speed, the DTC proportional gain determines the magnitude of the speed ripples
experienced. This indicates that the hybrid control still chooses to run DTC at points during
steady-state operation when the estimated rotor speed exceed the predetermined threshold. Table
5.4 shows that all proportional gain values result in the same response time.
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Figure 5.4: Speed response when varying the integral gain.
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DTC I Gain Response Time (s) First MSE Second MSE Combined MSE
0.01 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001108574378474 0.001483497575219
0.02 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001103549892551 0.001478473089296
0.04 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001090687674558 0.001465610871303
0.05 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001091721479603 0.001466644676349
0.06 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001091721479603 0.001466644676349
0.08 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001100288551551 0.001475211748296
0.10 0.068573 0.000374923196745 0.001076903841737 0.001451827038483
Table 5.5: Results from varying the DTC integral gain.
Figure 5.4 shows the effect of varying the integral gain on the rotor speed response error,
shown as a percentage of the desired speed, for the DTC PI speed controller with the
hybridization threshold set to 25 RPM, the DTC proportional gain set to 0.35, the FOC
proportional gain set to 0.5, and the FOC integral gain set to 0.05. Again, the largest difference
between simulations occurs at a desired speed of 4000 RPM. Table 5.5 shows the response times
and MSE values during the low desired speed and high desired speed, and the combined MSE.
Similar to the proportional gain results, varying the integral gain has little effect on the response
time. Interestingly, integral gain values of 0.05 and 0.06 show the same results. From these two
figures, we conclude that the effect of varying the proportional and integral gains for the DTC
approach is minimal on the performance of the hybrid controller.
Figure 5.5 shows the effect of varying the proportional gain on the rotor speed response
error, shown as a percentage of the desired speed, for the FOC PI speed controller with the
hybridization threshold set to 25 RPM, the DTC proportional gain set to 0.35, the DTC integral
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FOC P Gain Response Time (s) First MSE Second MSE Combined MSE
0.3 0.069416 0.000355300736830 0.001105722272290 0.001461023009121
0.35 0.065697 0.000383788491614 0.001050110361283 0.001433898852897
0.4 0.067872 0.000310374044308 0.001118186549947 0.001428560594255
0.45 0.067555 0.000372152923503 0.001063259081580 0.001435412005083
0.5 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001108574378474 0.001483497575219
0.55 0.067732 0.000355490921455 0.001175752524660 0.001531243446116
0.6 0.067920 0.000358768421711 0.001156023076928 0.001514791498639
Table 5.6: Results from varying the FOC proportional gain.
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Figure 5.5: Speed response when varying the proportional gain.
gain set to 0.01, and the FOC integral gain set to 0.05. Table 5.6 shows the response times and MSE
values during the low desired speed and high desired speed, and the combined MSE. The
proportional gain impacts the magnitude and frequency of the speed ripples at both low desired
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speed and high desired speed. Additionally, the proportional gain appears to have an influence
on the response time.
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Figure 5.6: Speed response when varying the integral gain.
Figure 5.6 shows the effect of varying the integral gain on the rotor speed response error,
shown as a percentage of the desired speed, for the FOC PI speed controller with the
hybridization threshold set to 25 RPM, the DTC proportional gain set to 0.35, the DTC integral
gain set to 0.01, and the FOC proportional gain set to 0.5. Table 5.6 shows the response times and
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FOC I Gain Response Time (s) First MSE Second MSE Combined MSE
0.01 0.065374 0.000375211369979 0.001081214333547 0.001456425703526
0.02 0.065030 0.000329231139345 0.001113883848120 0.001443114987464
0.04 0.070049 0.000327341122120 0.001125841749259 0.001453182871379
0.05 0.068292 0.000374923196745 0.001108574378474 0.001483497575219
0.06 0.065324 0.000331895180972 0.001111558536461 0.001443453717433
0.08 0.068831 0.000360152506931 0.001094968400518 0.001455120907449
0.10 0.068154 0.000404036869270 0.001087401456218 0.001491438325489
Table 5.7: Results from varying the FOC integral gain.
Hysteresis Band Response Time (s) First MSE Second MSE Combined MSE
0 RPM 0.068154 0.000404036869270 0.001079402194723 0.001483439063993
5 RPM 0.069316 0.000770879902909 0.001159292603258 0.001930172506166
10 RPM 0.068598 0.001188691655270 0.001396851836097 0.002585543491367
Table 5.8: Results from varying the Hysteresis Band.
MSE values during the low desired speed and high desired speed, and the combined MSE. Similar
to the FOC proportional gain testing, the integral gain affected the magnitude and frequency of
the speed ripples at both low desired speed and high desired speed, as well as the response time.
Figure 5.7 shows the effect of varying the hysteresis band on the rotor speed response
error, shown as a percentage of the desired speed, with the hybridization threshold set to 25 RPM
the DTC proportional gain set to 0.35, the DTC integral gain set to 0.01, the FOC proportional gain
set to 0.5, and the FOC integral gain set to 0.05. Table 5.8 shows the response times and MSE
values during the low desired speed and high desired speed, and the combined MSE. With a
hysteresis band of 0 RPM, the rotor speed experiences high-frequency, low amplitude ripples at a
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Results from Hysteresis Band Testing Speed Response
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Figure 5.7: Speed response when varying the hysteresis band.
low desired speed. With a hysteresis band of 5 RPM at low speed, the amplitude of the rotor
speed ripples increases slightly, but the frequency decreases. With a hysteresis band of 10 RPM at
low speed, the amplitude of the rotor speed ripples increase again, and the frequency decreases.
At high speed, all hysteresis bands show similar operation. The hysteresis band surrounding the
hybridization threshold that resulted in the lowest cost was 0 RPM, meaning that the control
performed best without any hysteresis.
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Parameter Value
Threshold 25 (RPM)
Hysteresis Band 0 (RPM)
DTC P Gain 0.35
DTC I Gain 0.01
FOC P Gain 0.5
FOC I Gain 0.05
Table 5.9: The parameters that yielded the smallest value for the chosen cost function.
The parameters found in this exhaustive search that minimized equation 5.1 are
summarized in Table 5.9 and are used in the remainder of the simulations.
Speed Response
In the first set of simulations, we investigate the speed response of the hybrid controller
compared with the responses of the pure FOC and pure DTC implementations. The results of this
set of simulations are shown in Figure 5.8.
As it can be seen, both the hybrid approach and the FOC approach have lower
steady-state speed ripples than the DTC approach at low speed. Both the hybrid approach and the
DTC approach result in lower mean-square speed error at low speed than the FOC approach.
During transient operation, the hybrid approach and the DTC approach respond quickly. The
hybrid approach follows the DTC approach closely, which is expected since the hybridization
module selects the DTC approach to run when the speed error is large. The FOC approach results
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Figure 5.8: Speed response of the hybrid controller verified against FOC and DTC approaches.
in a much longer transition time, and fails to achieve the desired rotor speed. From this set of
simulations, it is clear that the hybrid approach benefits from the smooth steady-state operation of
the FOC approach and the quick transient response of the DTC approach.
Noise Sensitivity
In another set of simulations, white noise is injected into the system to investigate how
the performance changes in response to variations or uncertainties in current and voltage
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measurements. The mean value of the injected noise was kept constant at zero, but the standard
deviation for the noise injected into the voltage measurement was varied from 0V to 2V in
increments of 0.4V and the standard deviation for the noise injected into the current measurement
was varied from 0A to 2A in increments of 0.4A. The purpose of this test is to determine how
susceptible the proposed hybrid control is to measurement noise. The results of these simulations
are reported in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. We observe that, in the voltage noise test, the actual
rotor speed begins to deviate slightly from the desired rotor speed during the low-speed
operation once the standard deviation of the injected measurement noise reaches 0.4V. However,
even with an injected voltage noise with a standard deviation of 2V, the rotor speed never falls
below 500 RPM and never exceeds 900 RPM. At high speed operation, all trials managed to track
the desired speed. The larger standard deviations for the voltage noise translated into larger
deviations from the desired velocity, but the rotor speed never fell below 3700 RPM. The control
appears to be more tolerant to current measurement noise. During the low-speed operation, the
actual rotor speed tracks the desired rotor speed closely with larger standard deviations resulting
in slightly larger speed ripples. At high-speed operation, the larger standard deviations resulted
in lower maximum speeds, but all trials experienced minimal speed ripple.
A worst-case response is shown in Figure 5.11, where the voltage has an injected noise
signal with a standard deviation of 2V and the current has an injected noise signal with a standard
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Figure 5.9: Speed response for various voltage noise levels.
deviation of 2A. As can be seen, the performance of the control scheme is slightly worse than in
either of the two cases in isolation. Nevertheless, the proposed control scheme is still able to
perform well.
Parameter Uncertainty
In this set of simulations, we vary the values of the motor’s resistance and inductance in
order to investigate the sensitivity of the proposed control scheme to parameter uncertainty. The
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Figure 5.10: Speed response for various current noise levels.
inductance varied from -10% of the actual value to +20% of the actual value. Figure 5.12 shows the
results of these simulations. At -10% and +20%, the SMO is unable to track the rotor’s position,
and the control quickly deteriorates to zero. At +10%, the control scheme is unable to track the
lower desired velocity. Instead, the rotor experiences wide fluctuations in speed. The control is
able to track the desired speed at higher velocity. At +5%, the rotor speeds up to 2400 RPM for the
duration of the trial. The performance at -5% performs the closest to the case where the
inductance is perfectly matched. In this case, the actual rotor speed is again slightly faster than the
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Figure 5.11: Worst case noise sensitivity with standard deviations for voltage and current at 2V and
2A.
desired rotor speed when the desired rotor speed is low, but the speed follows the desired speed
once the desired speed is increased.
The resistance was changed from -10% of the actual value to +20% of the actual value. At
-10% of the actual resistance, the rotor experiences very large fluctuations in speed, including
negative speeds. At a higher desired velocity, the magnitude of the fluctuations was reduced, but
the frequency increased. At -5%, the rotor again experienced fluctuations in speed as well as
negative speeds. At higher desired velocity, the fluctuations became more regular, although they
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Figure 5.12: Results from inductance sensitivity testing. Inductance was changed from -10% to
+20% of the actual value.
do not track the desired velocity. At +5% and +10%, the control experienced large velocity spikes
while the desired velocity was low. At a higher desired velocity, the control still experienced large
velocity spikes, with larger deviations away from the true resistance yielding larger velocity
spikes. At +20%, the rotor quickly sped up to 4800 RPM, where it remained for the duration of the
trial.
Girija [9] reported a similar analysis on the stability of the SMO. Their results indicated a
-8.6% to +35.7% tolerance on resistance and a -16.6% to +16.6% tolerance on inductance. The
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Figure 5.13: Results from resistance sensitivity testing. Resistance was changed from -10% to +20%
of the actual value.
results from this thesis differ from these results, with an unstable control at -5% resistance and
+10% resistance. The inductance range was from -5% to +10% at high speeds, although +10% was
unstable at low speeds and +5% only operated at 2400 RPM.
Speed Profiles
The proposed control scheme was also verified against various desired velocity patterns
including a step-up response, a step-down response, a ramp-up response, and a ramp-down
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response. The step-up and step-down responses were conducted as part of the same simulation,
as were the ramp-up and ramp-down responses. The results from these tests are reported in
Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15. For both of these tests, the control was fed the true rotor position for
the first half second of the simulation, after which the SMO-estimated rotor position was used.
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Figure 5.14: Results from step response test.
During the step response, the control performed similarly on both the step-up and
step-down, having a fast dynamic response and settling quickly to a steady-state value. The
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Figure 5.15: Results from ramp response test.
step-down response was slightly slower than the step-up response. During the ramp response, the
control began to lag behind the reference as the desired speed was increased, however it was able
to closely follow the ramp-down.
Load Response
The target application for this thesis is motors used in multi-rotor aerial vehicles. As such,
validation was performed on the maximum and minimum speeds attainable by the proposed
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control, both with mechanical loading and without mechanical loading. The mechanical loading
is determined using data from the UIUC Propeller Data Site [35]. The expression for mechanical
torque due to the propeller is given by:
τ = Cpρn2D5 (5.2)
where τ is the mechanical torque due to the propeller at a given velocity, Cp is a constant
determined from the propeller’s design (typically of the magnitude 0.05 [35]), ρ is the air density
(1.225 kg/m3), n is the speed of the rotor (in radians per second), and D is the diameter of the
propeller, expressed in meters. For this application, a propeller diameter of 8 inches (0.2032
meters) was used, with Cp set at 0.05.
The maximum speed attainable by the proposed control scheme (both with load and
without load) is shown in Figure 5.16. As it can be seen, the maximum speed attained by the
control without mechanical loading is slightly over 5000 RPM. The maximum speed attained by
the control with mechanical loading is almost 4000 RPM. This lower maximum speed is to be
expected, since the generated electrical torque (as given by equation 2.10) indicates that the
produced torque is dependent on the current through each phase. Since there is a limited amount
of power available to the motor, there is a fixed amount of torque that can be produced.
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Figure 5.16: Maximum speeds attainable by no-load and propeller-loaded control.
The minimum speed attainable by the proposed control scheme (both with load and
without load) is shown in Figure 5.17. The minimum speed attainable is determined as the
desired speed at which the actual speed begins to break down, which is harder to estimate than
the maximum speed testing. Both trials show much oscillation during the steady-state portion of
the experiment. As the desired speed decreases, both trials continue to experience the oscillation.
The no-load response stops oscillating when the desired speed reaches 125 RPM, at which point it
appears to track the desired velocity. This result could simply be due to the control failing and the
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motor slowing down naturally. The loaded trial fails to track the desired speed when the desired
speed reaches 175 RPM and instead begins to spin the rotor in the opposite direction.
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Figure 5.17: Minimum speeds attainable by no-load and propeller-loaded control.
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CHAPTER 6
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In order to verify the results from simulation, a hardware prototype was developed using
Texas Instruments’ LAUNCHXL-F28027 C2000 Piccolo Launchpad with the
BOOSTXL-DRV8305EVM BoosterPack. The motor used in the actual experiments is the Bull
Running BR2804-1700kV brushless DC motor. This motor is the same as the one modeled and
used in the simulations discussed in the previous chapter. This way, we ensure a fair comparison.
The LAUNCHXL-F20827, shown in Figure 6.1, is a development board for Texas
Instruments’ C2000 series of real-time control solutions. It features a TMS320F28027F Piccolo
Microcontroller running with a clock frequency of 60 MHz and contains 64 KB of flash and 12 KB
of RAM with a 12-bit Aalog-to-Digital Coverter (ADC) peripheral and an 8-channel PWM
peripheral. It is used for these experiments as the motor controller, implementing the SMO, the
FOC algorithm, the DTC algorithm, and the hybrid control algorithm.
The BOOSTXL-DRM8305EVM, shown in Figure 6.2, is a development board for Texas
Instruments’ DRV8305 motor gate driver for 3-phase brushless DC motors. It provides short
circuit, shoot-through, thermal, and under voltage protection. It is used as the inverter from the
simulations. It also provides phase voltage and current values to the LAUNCHXL-F28027.
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Figure 6.1: TI LAUNCHXL-F28027 development board.
Figure 6.2: TI BOOSTXL-DRV8305EVM development board.
The Teensy 3.2 development board features a 32-bit ARM processor overclocked to 96
MHz with a 12-bit Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) peripheral and 34 General-Purpose
Input/Output (GPIO) pins. It is used in the experiments as the “flight controller” that sets a
desired rotor speed for the LAUNCHXL-F28027F controller. It is also in charge of measuring the
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Figure 6.3: Teensy 3.2 development board.
motor RPMs.
Experimental Setup
A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.4.
In order to determine the rotor speed, an apparatus was designed to measure the time it
takes for the rotor to complete part of its revolution. In this apparatus shown in Figure 6.4, the
three blades pass over a photoresistor, which changes its resistance based on ambient light. When
an overhead light is shining directly onto it, its resistance changes and is different than when the
light is blocked by one of the blades. Using a voltage divider, this change in resistance is
measured and sent through an analog comparator in order to obtain a digital signal which
indicates whether or not a blade is directly above the photoresistor. The “flight controller” (Teensy
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Figure 6.4: Annotated hardware setup.
3.2) is programmed to detect the falling edges of this comparator, corresponding to the start of a
blade’s passage over the photoresistor. By measuring the time between these edges, a
measurement of the time taken for the rotor to complete part of a revolution can be obtained. This
time can be converted into RPM by the following formula:
RPM = 60/(T ∗ N) (6.1)
where T is the measured time between two adjacent blades passing over the photoresistor
in seconds and N is the number of blades. We use 3 blades for simplicity. By multiplying the
elapsed time by the number of blades, an estimate can be obtained for the total amount of time
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required for one complete revolution of the rotor if the rotor’s speed were to remain unchanged.
A Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) is used to output a voltage proportional to the rotor’s
speed, which is captured on an oscilloscope.
Similar to the simulation experiments from the previous chapter, the hardware test
consisted of trials at various speeds. For 10 seconds, the desired rotor speed was set to 1000 RPM.
For the next 10 seconds, the desired rotor speed was set to 2500 RPM. For the final 10 seconds of
the trial, the desired rotor speed was set to 1500 RPM.
Speed Results
We tested three different implementations. These included the proposed hybrid control
implementation, a pure FOC implementation, and a pure DTC implementation. This was done to
allow for apple-to-apple type of comparisons between these three implementations and their
simulations from the previous chapter. The results were captured with the help of a Tektronix
MSO 3014 Mixed Signal Oscilloscope. The captured data include the measured RPM (expressed in
1mV/RPM on the oscilloscope display), a flag indicating whether the hybrid controller is
executing the FOC or the DTC control technique, and the current consumption (expressed in
1V/A on the oscilloscope display). During the first speed change test, the response time for each
experiment is measured from the time the rotor speed begins to increase from 1000 RPM until it
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reaches 95% of the average measured rotor speed at a desired speed of 2500 RPM. This is because
the DTC approach reaches an average rotor speed of 2366 RPM instead of the desired 2500 RPM.
Thus, the 95% threshold for the DTC trial is 2247 RPM.
Because the system is constructed with a pre-build development board, the power
consumption measurements are taken for the whole system, which includes the TI Launchpad
and the BoosterPack in addition to the Teensy 3.2 and the supporting circuitry. The current
consumption of the system in idle state is about 100 mA.
One difference between the simulations and the hardware experiments is the width of the
hysteresis band used. Recall that the hysteresis band was discussed in Section 5.3. During the
simulations, the lowest-cost hysteresis bandwidth for the hybrid controller was 0 RPM. In
hardware, the bandwidth was set to 40 RPM since a value of 0 RPM resulted in lower
performance. We selected the value of 40 RPM because it yielded stable performance in our
experiments.
Figure 6.5 shows the speed response of the pure FOC implementation as measured on the
oscilloscope. As it can be seen, the measured rotor speed follows the desired rotor speeds fairly
well, with low speed ripple at low speed (1000 RPM) and more significant ripple at higher speeds
(1500 RPM and 2500 RPM). This can be attributed to the timing resolution of the Teensy which
was used for the speed measurement. Due to the limitations of the setup of the speed
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Figure 6.5: Rotor speed when the pure FOC approach is used by the hardware implementation.
measurement circuitry, it is not possible to measure a rotor speed of zero RPM. Thus, the Teensy
reported the last measured speed before the rotor stopped. The last 8 seconds in the plot from
Figure 6.5 shows a recorded speed of around 300 RPM.
When compared with the simulation results, the speed response in hardware performs
much better since it is able to track the desired rotor speed at both low and high speeds. The
simulation results suggested that the FOC approach would not be able to achieve the high desired
speed. The response time for the first speed change for the FOC experiment was 0.1976 seconds.
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Figure 6.6: Current measurement when the pure FOC approach is used by the hardware imple-
mentation.
Figure 6.6 shows the current consumption of the entire hardware setup during the
experiment with the FOC technique. There are obvious spikes in current consumption that align
with the sudden increase in desired motor speed, both during the transition from rest to 1000
RPM and from 1000 RPM to 2500 RPM. Conversely, there is a slight dip in the current when the
desired rotor speed changes from 2500 RPM to 1500 RPM.
Figure 6.7 shows the speed response of the pure DTC implementation as measured by the
oscilloscope. As it can be seen, the rotor follows the desired rotor speeds fairly well, though it
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Figure 6.7: Rotor speed when the pure DTC approach is used by the hardware implementation.
does show larger speed ripples than the pure FOC approach. The response time for the first speed
change of the DTC experiment was 0.1504 seconds, a reduction of almost 25% compared to the
FOC response.
Figure 6.8 shows the current consumption of the whole hardware setup during the
experiment. Similar to the pure FOC approach, there is a current spike when the rotor first begins
rotating. However, when the desired rotor speed changes from 1000 RPM to 2500 RPM, there is no
noticeable current spike. There is also an absence of a current drop when the desired rotor speed
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Figure 6.8: Current measurement when the pure DTC approach is used by the hardware imple-
mentation.
changes from 2500 RPM to 1500 RPM. Additionally, the pure DTC current consumption appears
more noisy than the pure FOC current consumption. However, the standard deviation of the
current measurements for the pure FOC approach varies with rotor speed. The standard deviation
of the current measurements for the DTC approach does not vary with the rotor speed.
Figure 6.9 shows the speed response of the hybrid implementation as measured by the
oscilloscope. During the initial startup, the rotor speed overshoots the desired speed, but
eventually converges on the desired rotor speed of 1000 RPM. The rotor speed experiences some
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Figure 6.9: Rotor speed when the proposed hybrid control approach is used by the hardware im-
plementation.
ripple at this low speed, but not as much as the pure DTC approach does. At a desired rotor speed
of 2500 RPM, the hybrid control again experiences speed ripples, this time of a larger magnitude
than at 1000 RPM. The magnitude of the ripple is again less than the pure DTC approach, and
follows the desired rotor speed more closely than the pure FOC approach. At 1500 RPM, the rotor
speed again experiences ripples. The amount of speed ripple is less than the pure DTC approach
and is of a lower frequency than the pure FOC approach. The response time for the first speed
change for the hybrid experiment was 0.148 seconds, which is slightly faster than the response
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time for the DTC trial.
Included in Figure 6.9 is an indication of whether the control was using FOC or DTC at a
particular point in time during the last experiment. This indicator is implemented by toggling a
GPIO pin high on the TI LaunchPad when the hybridization module uses the FOC approach and
toggling the GPIO pin low when the hybridization module uses the DTC approach. This is done
in order to identify which of the two control schemes is used by the hybrid approach at any
instant. A value of 500 indicates that the control was using FOC while a value of 0 indicates that
the hybrid control was using DTC. As was expected, the hybrid control used DTC during startup
and speed-change operations and used FOC during steady-state operation.
Figure 6.10 shows the current consumption of the whole hardware setup during the last
experiment. We notice that there are large current spikes when the rotor first begins rotating as
well as when the desired rotor speed changes from 1000 RPM to 2500 RPM.
The mean-square error (MSE) of the rotor speed was calculated for each of the three
experiments during a 10,000 point window where the rotor was operating during steady-state.
The results of these calculations are reported in Table 6.1. As it can be seen, the hybrid control
experiment produced the lowest MSE while the pure DTC experiment produced the largest MSE.
The pure FOC experiment yielded a MSE slightly larger than the hybrid control experiment, but
much less than the pure DTC experiment. The average measured rotor speeds at each desired
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Figure 6.10: Current measurement when the proposed hybrid control approach is used by the
hardware implementation.
rotor speed are reported in Table 6.2. The pure DTC experiment failed to achieve the desired
speeds for all three desired motor speeds. The pure FOC and hybrid control experiments were
able to closely track the desired rotor speed of 2500 RPM, but had trouble tracking the desired
rotor speeds of 1000 and 1500 RPM. Interestingly, the hybrid control experiment maintained an
average rotor speed that was outside of the control-switching plus hysteresis bandwidth
threshold, which indicates that the Sliding-Mode Observer experienced some error at these lower
speeds.
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Control MSE
DTC 1.6165
FOC 0.6854
Hybrid 0.6823
Table 6.1: Mean-Square Error results from hardware trials.
Control 1000 RPM 2500 RPM 1500 RPM
DTC 899 RPM 2366 RPM 1365 RPM
FOC 912 RPM 2516 RPM 1397 RPM
Hybrid 913 RPM 2495 RPM 1394 RPM
Table 6.2: Average motor speeds.
In addition to verifying the proposed hybrid control against the pure FOC and DTC
implementations, we are interested in the maximum rotor speed attainable by the hybrid control.
For this experiment, the desired rotor speed was set to 20,000 RPM. The results of this experiment
are shown in Figure 6.11. From this image, the maximum speed attained by the rotor is slightly
over 3500 RPM. This is lower than the maximum speed found by the simulation experiments,
even with a simulated propeller load. An explanation for this is that the control loop in simulation
is running at a frequency of 1 MHz while the control loop in hardware is only able to run at 60
kHZ. Similar tests were performed to determine the lowest possible rotor speed. Experiments
revealed that the lowest achievable rotor speed was 70 RPM.
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Figure 6.11: Maximum rotor speed attainable with the proposed hybrid control approach.
Power Results
For multi-rotor aerial vehicles, the power consumption of each motor impacts the total
time the vehicle is able to stay airborn. In order to compare the power consumption of each
control scheme, the current measurements from the previous section are used. The voltage is a
nominal 8 volts which is constant across the experiments. Therefore, in order to compare the
efficiencies of the techniques, it will suffice to compare their current consumptions.
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Control 1000 RPM 1500 RPM 2500 RPM
DTC 0.4292 A 0.4203 A 0.3925 A
FOC 0.1694 A 0.1851 A 0.2316 A
Hybrid 0.1675 A 0.1838 A 0.2296 A
Table 6.3: Current consumptions.
The current values are averaged for each experiment at the three different speeds: 1000
RPM, 2500 RPM, and 1500 RPM, while the rotor speed remains constant. The average current
value for each control scheme at each of the speeds is shown in Table 6.3.
As expected, the current value of the hybrid controller closely matches the current
consumption of the FOC implementation since the motor is operating in steady-state.
Interestingly, the DTC approach uses less current at higher speeds. This is due to the torque
oscillation generated by the DTC approach at low speeds. Since DTC does not control the
magnitude of the magnetizing currents, it is unable to control the torque as precisely as FOC,
resulting in the control oscillating between increasing the torque and decreasing the torque to
produce smooth rotation at low speeds. A higher torque is required to reach higher speeds, and
thus there is less oscillation of the control, resulting in greater efficiency.
Another way to interpret the current values is by averaging the current consumed over
the duration of the experiment. The results from this are shown in Table 6.4. The hybrid controller
utilizes the lowest current on average, followed closely by the FOC approach, with the DTC
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Control Average Current (A)
DTC 0.3399
FOC 0.1752
Hybrid 0.1747
Table 6.4: Average current consumption during experiments.
approach consuming almost twice as much current.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Conclusions
The main objective of this thesis was to develop a sensorless hybrid controller for
brushless DC motors by combining Field-Oriented Control for low steady-state torque ripples and
Direct Torque Control for quick responses to speed or load characteristic changes. FOC and DTC
were chosen because they demonstrate good speed control by controlling the torque generated by
the motor over the entire speed range of the motor. In order for FOC and DTC to operate correctly,
they require knowledge of the rotor’s position. A Sliding-Mode Observer was chosen to estimate
the Back-EMF signals of the motor in order to be able to estimate the position and velocity of the
rotor. A reason for the selection of the SMO is that it is known to be robust to measurement noise
and parameter uncertainties. In addition, SMO is known to have good convergence properties.
The controller was designed for use in multi-rotor aerial vehicles. Therefore, it must be useful
over a large speed range while responding to desired speed changes in a short time and it must
demonstrate low steady-state error.
First, a model of a brushless DC motor was developed. Then, the FOC and DTC
approaches were described and verified in simulation. Since both control approaches require rotor
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position information, a SMO was designed to estimate the Back-EMF signal values. These
Back-EMF values were used to estimate the rotor position. Rotor speed was estimated by taking
the derivative of the estimated rotor position with respect to time. The proposed hybrid control
model selected between FOC and DTC based on the error between the estimated and the desired
rotor speeds.
The proposed hybrid control scheme was verified through simulations and proven to be
better than FOC in terms of the response time to desired rotor speed changes and better than DTC
in terms of steady-state error. Moreover, the stability of the proposed control scheme against
measurement noise and parameter uncertainty was investigated. The proposed control scheme
was able to operate well at high speeds for parameter uncertainties of -5% to +10% for inductance
and +5% for resistance parameters. It was also robust to measurement noise, operating well at
both high speeds and low speeds with Gaussian-distributed white noise injected into the system
with a standard deviation of 2V and 2A.
In order to verify the results from simulation, the proposed hybrid controller was
implemented in hardware using the TI C2000 Piccolo Launchpad and TI
BOOSTXL-DRV8305EVM BoosterPack. The hardware experiments demonstrated that the hybrid
approach is not only feasible, but reduces the rotor speed ripple when compared to DTC while
operating in steady-state and decreases the response time to desired speed changes when
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compared to FOC. The maximum speed attained in the simulations was 5000 RPM without
mechanical loading and 4000 with a simulated propeller. The maximum speed attained by the
hardware implementation was 3500 RPM, which is lower than either result from simulation. The
minimum speed attained in the simulations was 175 RPM without mechanical loading and 75
RPM with a simulated propeller load. The minimum speed attained by the hardware
implementation was 70 RPM, which is similar to the simulated propeller load results.
Future Work
The test setup used in this thesis included a simplistic position encoder for rotor velocity
measurement. In order to ensure the accuracy of the results, a better position encoder or a
dynamometer could be used.
The error of the SMO for position estimation varies with the rotor velocity. Setting
variable gains (K1 and K2) for the SMO that vary with velocity could help to improve the accuracy
of the SMO for a larger speed range.
Additionally, performance could improve by tuning the PI gains using the popular
gradient descent method. This could be implemented by analyzing rotor speed ripple during
steady-state operation in order to tune the FOC PI gains and analyzing response time to rotor
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speed changes in order to tune the DTC PI gains. This would allow the control to adapt to
different motors and also to changes in motor performance.
The performance could also be improved by using a DSP or FPGA with a faster
Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) peripheral and an enhanced Analog-to-Digital converter with
higher speed and precision. This would allow the control loop to run at a faster rate, allowing for
better control of the rotor speed as well as increasing the maximum speed attainable by the rotor.
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